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editorial

 
switzerland and china have been cultivating 
their friendship for nearly a hundred years. in 
1912 the first swiss trade agency was estab-
lished in shanghai, and since then this friend-
ship has gained a new momentum which has 
reached its climax with the signing of a free 
trade agreement between switzerland and chi-
na on July 6th 2013. this agreement provides 
the perfect climate for trade between the two 
countries, thus setting the course for the future. 
china is the world’s second largest economy 
and the biggest consumer of swiss industrial 
products in asia. in other words: this connection 
offers a huge business potential waiting to be 
fully utilised.

this is an excellent starting point for the canton of Basel-stadt: 
since 2007 the canton has maintained a formal partnership with 
shanghai, the largest industrial city in china. the similarities be-
tween Basel and shanghai mentioned in this brochure are im-
pressive. the partnership projects have deepened our relationship 
and strengthened Basel as a business location. the memorandum 
of understanding (mou) 2014 – 2016 defines the cooperation pro-
jects in the city partnership in the fields of business, top-flight med-
icine, education, science and culture. this brochure introduces 
the individual elements of the mou, thus making the city partner-
ship accessible to different players.

the partnership enables vital networks to blossom – networks 
whose importance can hardly be overestimated in the context of 
a globalised economy.

dr. guy Morin
President of the canton of Basel-stadt
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shanghai in the dusk.



 

froM PartnershiP 
  
to friendshiP  
 
the differences between the two cities Basel and shanghai may 
be palpable  –  but the similarities are impressive: Both cities are 
prosperous economic metropoles and promising life-science  
locations. in Basel as in shanghai world-class work in the fields of 
medicine, education and culture is commonplace. it’s fascinating 
to spot these and other similarities within practical projects and to 
experience how the large areal distance yields to a fruitful intel-
lectual proximity. the relationship of the city partnership is be-
coming a friendship manifesting itself in regular exchanges and 
mutual support. 

thanks to activities within the partnership, Basel’s qualities as a 
location have become known to an international audience. the  
numerous events not only serve to establish and maintain relation- 
ships between stakeholders. they also contribute to establishing 
Basel internationally as an attractive location for economics and 
science. We are pleased to offer our services to the players from 
all areas of this well-functioning marketing platform.

the success has been scientifically proven

after two successful terms of the memorandum of understanding, 
the faculty of Business and Economics (WWz) of the university of 
Basel ran a study about the cost-benefit ratio of the city partner-
ship. about two thirds of the interviewees rated the benefits more 
highly than the efforts. this shows that the city partnership pursues 
no end in itself, but offers the individual players a lasting added 
value. in the area of medical research, the individual cooperation 
projects are seen to provide particular benefits. according to the 
study, the area’s economy shows great potential, which will be 
further exploited in combination with the newly established china 
Business Platform. its goal is to attract chinese companies to 
Basel and to help swiss companies looking to settle in china. 
the new confucius institute at the university of Basel aims to focus 
in on the areas of education, culture and society. the city partner- 
ship selectively supports marketing and tourism. in this area, Basel’s 
presence at the World Expo 2010 in shanghai has so far achieved 
the biggest effect. it was undoubtedly a highlight among previous 
activities.

 
location Marketing on the internet 

in a separate mou the two cities agreed to strengthen their coop-
eration on the internet in 2013. the following measures are planned 
to make the city partnership better known and to highlight the qual-
ities of both locations:

→  links on the official websites of the cities of Basel and shanghai
→  location marketing with image films on the websites of all play-

ers involved.

“ oUr goal for the PartnershiP is 
to strengthen Basel’s econoMic 
Position throUgh cooPeration 
Projects.”

   sabine horvath 
Director External affairs and marketing, 
Basel-stadt Exhibition on the occasion of the five-year anniversary of the city partnership at the uBs kundenhalle Basel.

cost-benefit ratio of the city partnership 
according to the stakeholders:

Basis: Basel n = 35 (incl. 6 abstentions)
shanghai n = 15 (incl. 6 abstentions)
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frUitfUl  
 collaBorations
 

 

in 2007 both Basel and shanghai signed a memorandum of un-
derstanding (mou) in which the partners laid out common goals 
and priorities for the coming years. the agreement is renegotiat-
ed and renewed every three years. the shanghai foreign affairs 
office and the Division of External affairs and marketing of the 
Department of Presidential affairs of the canton of Basel-stadt 
are responsible for the content of the agreement. interested 
companies and institutions in the two cities are involved in the 
process. the new mou 2014  – 2016 renews most of the content 
of the previous agreement – a clear sign of the success of the col-
laboration to date. new projects include the china Business Plat-
form (cBP) and the confucius institute at the university of Basel 
(ciuB), both of which were opened in 2013. in addition, new pri-
orities in top-flight medicine, business, logistics, education, sci-
ence, culture and location promotion are planned. the findings of 
the analysis carried out by the faculty of Business and Econom-
ics (WWz) of the university of Basel have been incorporated in a 
profit-orientated way in the new mou.

 

high-enD meDicine

the universities and hospitals in Basel-stadt and shanghai have 
established a close cooperation using the slogan ‘together we 
are smarter’. this knowledge and experience that reaches across 
the continents is beneficial to everyone  –  the medical staff, the 
research locations and most importantly all the patients.

Both parties take part in a lively exchange that includes fellow-
ships, working visits and scientific symposia; on Basel’s side the 
participants are the university hospital Basel (usB) and the uni-
versity children’s hospital of Basel-stadt and Basel-land (ukBB), 
on shanghai’s side the participants are the three largest universi-
ties fudan, Jiao tong and tongji medical schools and their affilia- 
ted hospitals as well as the institute for Parasitic Diseases and the 
centre of Diseases control. Joint projects and collaborations are 
taking place in various fields, for example in oncology, oral and 
maxillofacial surgery, paediatric orthopaedics and pulmonology.

there have been several successful summer schools for students 
in the two cities over the past two years. now the university hos-
pitals will focus on the exchange of doctors and researchers 
and on scientific collaboration. thanks to the extended catchment 
area, the researchers have access to a greater number of data in 
joint studies, which increases the quality of clinical and scientific 
work.

 

“the eXchange and the networks 
in the field of high-end Medicine 

which have resUlted froM the sis-
ter city PartnershiP with shanghai 

are very valUaBle to Basel-stadt.”

dr. med. werner kübler 
Director university hospital Basel

swiss tropical and public health institute (swiss tPh)
 
for numerous years the swiss tPh has been cultivating a good relationship with china. since 1988, there has 
been an intense research partnership, which focuses on tropical diseases such as bilharziosis. Both parties 
develop new drugs together. the main partners of the swiss tPh are the institute for Parasitic Diseases and 
the centre of Diseases control, shanghai. on behalf of the state secretariat for Economic affairs, the swiss 
tPh has also performed various evaluations and programme accompaniments to strengthen the hospitals 
and laboratories in the provinces of Yunnann and Xinjiang, and in the cities of urumqi and Enshi. the swiss 
tPh and the city of Basel are partners in the organisation urgEnchE (urban reduction of greenhouse gas 
Emissions in china and Europe).

“ the eXtension of the MoU Beween 
Basel and shanghai Bears witness 
to the vitality and sUstainaBility 
of the sister city PartnershiP.” 
 
heinrich schellenberg 
swiss consul general in shanghai

Professor carol hasler (ukBB) talking to doctors from the shanghai children’s medical center.

Professor fritz hefti (ukBB)  
at the shanghai children's medical center.
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econoMics and 
 logistics
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

china business platform

since september 2013, the china Business Platform (cBP) has 
been encouraging meetings and cooperations between swiss and 
chinese companies. the platform is based on the long-standing and 
successful relationship between Basel and shanghai, from which 
the business community will hopefully benefit thanks to this forum.

With a large network of partners in both countries, the cBP advises 
companies in the north-west of switzerland and organises regular 
business trips to china for them. inversely, the cBP facilitates  
chinese companies’ starting up in the north-west of switzerland 
by giving them advisory help or offering office space in the tech-
nology Park Basel.

the idea is to create a network through events and workshops, 
that appeals to both swiss and chinese businessmen. this com-
bination of outbound and inbound services makes the cBP a 
unique initiative in switzerland. 

the china Business Platform is operated by the office of Eco-
nomics and labour of Basel-stadt, in collaboration with the Eco-
nomic Promotion Department of the canton of Jura (Promotion 
économique de la république et canton du Jura). collaborations 
with other neighbouring cantons are also being negotiated.

 
 

 
 

international logistics hub

With the free trade agreement between switzerland and china, 
goods traffic between the two countries will increase. therefore, 
Basel wants to position itself in shanghai as an important hub for 
the transport of goods. the concerns of Euroairport and Port of 
switzerland are explicitly mentioned in the memorandum of un-
derstanding 2014 – 2016, and should be treated as a priority.

→   the swiss rhine Ports (Port of switzerland) and the shanghai 
municipal transport and Port authority are intensifying their ex-
change and are planning a cooperation agreement. the aim is 
to institutionalise exchange in order to facilitate the participa-
tion of regional logistics enterprises on both sides. Both Basel 
and shanghai have a vested interest in further improving the sea 
route between switzerland and china via rotterdam. the Port 
of rotterdam, already the largest container port in Europe, has 
been expanded recently. this will lead to an increase in con-
tainer transport on the rhine. the Port of rotterdam, the Port of 
switzerland and the logistics cluster of the Basel region have 
signed a memorandum of understanding for their coordinated 
development. a key project is the trimodal container terminal 
Basel nord, which should be commissioned in two stages from 
2015 onwards. the new terminal will be loading containers from  
ships to rail and road –  and vice versa.

→   euroairport Basel-Mulhouse-freiburg strives for a direct flight  
to the shanghai Pudong international airport. such a connec-
tion would facilitate air cargo traffic, improve the mobility be-
tween the cities and thus promote economic relations. in addi-
tion, Euroairport could strengthen its position as a key for 
international air traffic.

“ the china BUsiness PlatforM  
ProMotes the econoMic eXchange 
Between Basel and china.” 
 
christoph Brutschin 
Executive councillor and head of the 
Department of Economics, social affairs 
and the Environment of the canton of 
Basel-stadt

“Basel and shanghai have a lot  
in coMMon − the harBoUr,  
the indUstry, the national  

significance. the sister city  
PartnershiP facilitates eXchange 

and oPens UP new horiZons.”
 

hans-Peter hadorn 
Director of Port of switzerland
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shanghai at night.

Euroairport Basel-mulhouse-freiburg.

the rhine Port at kleinhüningen. 

christoph Brutschin with Yin hong, Deputy
general manager of shanhgai zhangijang 
group co., ltd.



 

edUcation and 
  science 
 
 
confucius institute at the university  
of basel

on september 21st 2013 the confucius institute at the university  
of Basel (ciuB) opened its doors. the university of Basel is thus 
forming a partnership with the East china normal university 
(Ecnu) in shanghai. the opening was preceded by two years of 
negotiations with the confucius institute headquarters hanban (a 
division of the chinese ministry of Education).

since 2004, about 440 confucius institutes have been created 
worldwide. Basel is the first location in the german-speaking part 
of switzerland. the institutes are financed jointly by china and the 
host country, and are intended to dissipate knowledge about the 
chinese culture and language in the host country. the ciuB should 
thus become an open space for all who are interested in china. 
the ciuB organises language courses for language teachers 
and anyone interested in learning chinese, and is currently in the 
process of assembling a specialised library. the idea is to have 
exhibitions and cultural events take place on its premises. last 
but not least, the ciuB is a platform for academic exchanges in 
china research.

shanghai international sister  
cities’ youth camp

since 2009, the shanghai international sister cities’ Youth camp 
has been organised on a yearly basis for young people from 
shanghai’s sister cities. these camps are attended by more than 
100 children from all over the world. in 2012, six students from 
Basel participated. the well-organised two-week programme 
introduces the young people to the many facets of chinese  
culture and way of life and offers them the unique opportunity  
to make international contacts. the participants learn chinese, 
take tours of the city, play sports and spend a day with a chi-
nese family.

 

 
 
 

manager exchange programme anD cas  
international management china

the university of applied sciences and arts of north-Western 
switzerland conducts an exchange programme in collaboration 
with the shanghai Economic management college (sEmc) for 
leaders who want to familiarise themselves with the peculiarities 
of this foreign business culture. the exchange programme was 
expanded after a pilot phase in 2011. the participants first attend 
a seminar lasting several days in their hometown and then con-
tinue this introduction in the sister city. they then work for one to 
three weeks in a company of the sister city. During their brief in-
ternship they gain experience that will prove invaluable in their 
future career.

since 2013, the swiss students can acquire the certificate ‘cas 
international management china’. the lessons take place in Basel 
and shanghai. a study trip and the internship create the frame-
work for a future-oriented education with high practical value. 
the best theses from this course will be honoured by the canton 
of Basel-stadt. companies interested in this innovative pro-
gramme can enrol their employees or take part as hosts.
 

fostering young talent through partner 
schools

the Basel gymnasium leonhard, which offers chinese as a free 
subsidiary course for all grammar schools in Basel, has two part-
ner schools in china, one is the shanghai high school affilated 
to fudan university. the schools organise regular student ex-
changes. for two weeks, a whole class visits the sister city and 
dedicates itself to a specific study topic.

“ the confUciUs institUte is an 
oPPortUnity to ProMote the 
chinese langUage and cUltUre 
in Basel while at the saMe tiMe 
strengthening the acadeMic  
link Between chinese stUdies  
and oUr University.” 
 
Prof. dr. antonio loprieno 
chancellor of the university of Basel

 

“the University of aPPlied sciences 
and arts of north-western switZer-

land Maintains PartnershiPs with 
several cities in china. it has vast 

eXPerience and woUld like to Pass 
on its knowledge of BUsiness 

 Protocol in china.” 
 

Prof. dr. ruedi nützi 
Director of the school of Economics at the 

university of applied sciences and arts 
 of north-Western switzerland

aline Ballaman, cEo swiss center 
shanghai during a study trip to china of  

the university of applied sciences and arts 
of north-Western switzerland.
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Prof. Dr. loprieno with Dr. sun ling, 
education attachée.

Participants of the sister cities’ Youth 
camp from Basel with their hosts.



 

society and 
  cUltUre
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

the chinese miD-autumn festival  
‘monDfest basel’

the traditional chinese mid-autumn festival ‘mondfest Basel’ has 
taken place every autumn on the münsterplatz in Basel since 
2010 and is now an established date in the city’s calendar. the 
chinese mid-autumn festival is one of the most important festivals 
in china. it takes place on the 15th day of the 8th lunar month in the 
chinese year. on this day, the moon is particularly bright and 
round, and on the evening of the festival relatives or friends sit to-
gether to admire it. the celebration has its origins in the legend of 
hou Yi, who received an immortality elixir from the heavenly Em-
press. But Yi preferred to stay with his wife chang’e and asked her 
to keep the elixir in a safe place for him. a rival of hou Yi’s heard 
about the elixir and wanted to steal it from her. rather than let it fall 
into the wrong hands, however, chang’e drank the elixir herself. she 
then sailed into the skies and has lived on the moon ever since.

the chinese mid-autumn festival ‘mondfest Basel’ is an ideal  
occasion for the chinese people living in and around Basel to 
present themselves to the city. the citizens of Basel also learn 
more about chinese culture. Different players from the region  

who are interested in promoting understanding between the two 
cultures organise the event. it is a popular meeting-place that 
attracts about 5,000 visitors every year. there are chinese market- 
stalls, musical performances and traditional dances plus a special 
afternoon programme for children.
 

theatre for swiss expats in china

the play ‘Expats. confederates in shanghai’ by gesine schmidt 
premiered in march 2012 at the theatre Basel. ‘Expats’ tells the 
story of the approximately 3,300 swiss expats living in the chinese 
city. gesine schmidt based the play on interviews conducted 
with swiss nationals regarding their experience in china. they 
come up against linguistic and cultural boundaries, feel lost in 
the strangeness, but also excited and inspired by the endless 
possibilities in the boomtown. Director antje schupp transformed 
the hotel Dorint near Exhibition square into a chinese com-
pound. Well-equipped with noodle soup and swiss cheese, the 
audience embarked on an expedition to china. 
 

  
china forum basel

the Efficiency club Basel organises the china forum Basel to-
gether with the swiss-chinese society and swiss chinese cham-
ber of commerce several times a year. it presents an ideal plat-
form for individuals and companies who are interested in the 
relationship between switzerland and china.    

        
chinaworlDbasel 

to make the partnership between the two cities more visible in the 
universe of social media, the canton of Basel-stadt has intro-
duced a facebook page called ‘china World Basel’ (www.face-
book.com/chinaworldbasel). the canton shares information about 
activities and events related to china and is also nurturing a dia-
logue with interested parties. 

“ the yearly Mid-aUtUMn festival  
offers the citiZens of Basel the 
oPPortUnity to eXPerience  
chinese traditions and cUltUre  
UP close. with all My heart, i  
wish that the city PartnershiP 
shanghai – Basel can Progress 
fUrther and sUccessfUlly.” 
 
jinghu XU 
chinese ambassador to switzerland

chinese dance group at the mid-autumn festival Basel 2013. scene from the play
‘Expats. confederates in shanghai’.
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Xu Jinghu, chinese ambassador to 
switzerland, with the President of the canton 
of Basel-stadt Dr. guy morin.



gifts
 

 

 

a stone boat for basel 

since september 2012, the stone boat zhou is a landmark of  
st. Johanns-Park in Basel. the sculpture by the chinese artist 
shEn lieyi, five metres long and weighing almost ten tons, was 
presented to Basel on the occasion of the fifth anniversary of  
the city partnership. With this sculpture shanghai thanked Basel  
for the basilisk fountain. Both gifts refer to water  –  and that is no 
coincidence. it reflects a characteristic trait shared by the sister 
cities: Both are port cities, to both water is of great importance.
 

 

a basilisk fountain for shanghai

in april 2009 an original Basilisk fountain could be inaugurated 
in the chinese partner city. local officials, media, representa-
tives of swiss authorities, associations and companies, expats 
and many curious on-lookers all took part in the ceremony. the 
basilisk fountain is on display in Butterfly Bay Park in the Jing’an 
district of shanghai. 

advisory Board 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Matthias M. Baltisberger, f. hoffmann-la roche ag; Pascal Brenneisen, novartis international ag; 
nicolas Bideau, Presence switzerland, federal Department of foreign affairs fDfa; georges  
delnon, theater Basel; daniel egloff, Basel tourismus; Matthias geering, university of Basel; 
hans-Peter hadorn, Port of switzerland; jacques herzog, herzog & de meuron architects; samuel 
hess, office of Economy and labour of the canton of Basel-stadt; samuel t. holzach, Basel Bank-
ing association; sam keller, fondation Beyeler; Dr. werner kübler, university hospital of Basel; 
Prof. Dr. ruedi nützi, university of applied sciences of north-Western switzerland fhnW; jürg 
rämi, Euroairport; Dr. hans j. roth, Directorate of Political affairs, federal Department of foreign 
affairs fDfa; Dr. franz saladin, chamber of commerce of both Basel; Dr. anna schmid, museum 
of cultures, Basel; Dr. dieter w. scholer, formerly association «friends of massachusetts»; Barbara 
schüpbach-guggenbühl, state chancellery, canton of Basel-stadt; iris welten, Baselarea
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stone boat zhou at st. Johanns-Park in Basel.

 a view of ‘grossbasel’.

the dedication of a Basel basilisk fountain
in shanghai in april 2009.



“ isn’t it delightful to have friends coming from afar?” 
    confucius, lunyu, 1.1

 

             

the partnership between Basel and shanghai thrives on an active and diverse participation. are you interested 
in finding out how your company or your organisation can participate in this exchange? Would you like to sug-
gest ways of exchange or new cooperation projects? or would you simply like to receive our news about chi-
naWorldBasel and further activities? Please do not hesitate to contact us.
             

Pictures: Barbara Biedert; Bartosz kolonko; Bettina matthiessen; Juri Weiss, canton of Basel-stadt; Peter  
schnetz; roland schmid; theater Basel; university children’s hospital (ukBB); university of applied sciences 
and arts northwestern switzerland fhnW; www.fotolia.de: kalafoto; chungking; roger heil.
             

further information on the city partnership on www.shanghai.basel.ch
             

Department of Presidential affairs of the canton of Basel-stadt
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